Dear Readers,

T

he global tourism economy this year is expected to catapult with improved infrastructure, tourism marketing
and favourable visa policies for many countries. In 2018, the global tourism revenue is expected to grow by 6.7
per cent as per the world tourism report. This will be higher than the forecasted growth rate of the global GDP.

Our special feature is on one of the world's greatest metropolises- Istanbul that straddles both Europe and Asia, the city
is liberally scattered with glorious remnants of its long illustrious history. We bring forth how the colony of Byznatium
grew into the Byzantine Empire's great capital of the Constantinople and the City of Mosques is bound to impress even
the most monument-weary visitor.
The destination diary on Best Rail Tours will take you through some of the enticing journeys to board on across the world
and amazing routes to discover. Virtual Voice Assistants is becoming a norm in hotels and enables guests to make verbal
request that is seamlessly received from the hotel. Just by speaking to the voice concierge guests can ask for request
services, get recommendation and engage with the hotel staff and services. The Tech iT chapter on Voice Concierges in
hotels reveals how it ensures the highest level of service with immediate response from the staff. The cover story on
Luxury Hotels will lead you to an opulent world of lavish break and Travel trend on Digital Campaigns for destinations
gives insight on the current digital strategies being used to build an emotional and inspirational brand. The millennial
visitors prefer engagement over information through content and experience rich online approach.
So, read on and enlighten yourself with recent happenings from the world of tourism!
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Meetings Point

S

ao Paulo is one of them. Based in the southeast region of Brazil, Sao Paulo is an alpha global place,
besides being the wealthiest one in the country. The populous city is a potpourri of cosmopolitan
identities, enriched with the finest influences in entertainment, arts, finance and commerce. Be it the
sparkling nightlife, cultural ethnicity or tempting culinary extravaganza – this Brazilian city is a dream
destination for bleisure travellers across the globe.
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The Quintessential Corporate Hub

Sao Paulo Expo Convention Center

Sao Paulo is one of the world's most quintessential
corporate hubs. Firstly, its public transport network
is impressive, despite its large populace.
Furthermore, the city grants convenient access to the
best connected airports in South America.

Sao Paulo Exhibition and Convention Centre was
inaugurated in April 2016. And it has swiftly emerged
as a crucial meetings venue in Latin America. The
indoor surface area has presently been expanded to
100,000 metre square. It comprises 8 modular
pavilions and 10,000 square metres convention
centre.
It is located at a distance of nearly 3 kilometres from
i n te r n at i o n a l a i r p o r t a n d i s c a p a b l e o f
accommodating various kind of events.
Besides, it also offers parking facilities for 4,500 cars,
unique in Brazil.
µExhibition space: 90,000 square metres
µMeeting rooms: 34
µAuditorium: 7,810
µTypes of events: exhibitions, congresses, seminars,
conventions, concerts, sports events and much more

Congonhas and Guarulhos comprise the two busiest
airports in the continent, welcoming flights from
various portions of the world.
Business tourists, therefore, prefer this Brazilian city
that is not only classy but also cost-effective! And
since it is a favourable business hub, visitors would be
grateful for its unique selection of hotels. Catering to
a diverse corporate clientele, Sao Paulo offers all the
necessary services for people working away from
home.
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Reboucas Convention Center
Sao Paulo also possesses another reputed MICE
venue, the Reboucas Convention Centre. It is well
known for its video conferencing facilities, audiovisual capabilities, uninterrupted Internet
accessibility, best guest and room services and so
on. In addition, it has an onsite restaurant. It has
a meeting space of nearly 30,00 sq.ft and 8
meeting rooms.

The iconic city of Brazil never fails to stun backpackers. Read on to discover some of the top tourist charms of
this spectacular Latin American city:
Opened in 1968, Museu de Arte
introduces you to a substantial
collection of western art in Latin
America.
One would be mesmerised by the
remarkable specimens of Renoir,
Van Gogh, Matisse, Manet, Debret,
Picasso, Miró, along with 73 works
of bronze sculpture by Degas.
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A lush green open space flaunting
gardens, museums, playgrounds,
trails, lakes and monuments, the
Ibirapuera Park was designed by
Roberto Burle Marx, a noted Oscar
Niemeyer. Visitors are immensely
attracted to this amazing leisure
paradise.

A neo-Gothic cathedral was
established on the site of an earlier
cathedral, known as Sé (Cathedral).
The construction of this building
was interrupted by two World
Wars! No wonder, it took a period
from 1913 to 1967 to be completed.
Therefore, it was critical to be able
to procure the mosaics and
decorative elements from Italy.
It is one of the most iconic tourist
delights of Sao Paulo.
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To enjoy a slice of the traditional architecture of this Brazilian city, one should make it a point to take a trip
down to the Nossa Senhora da Luz. They are some of the best representations of the inherent architectural
excellence of this part of the world. They were created in 18th century and are made entirely of clay. It
contains about 2,500 pictures, drawings and prints, mainly by Brazilian artists. Bleisure travel, in short is
simply incomplete without a trip to this glorious Latin American destination!
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Special Feature

I

stanbul is a city filled with the
magical landmarks, vibrant
bazaars and imperial mosques
that captivates mind for its unique
architecture. Travel around to
savour fresh and flavoursome food.
Experience the supportive local
communities which makes Istanbul
world's most favoured megalopolis
connecting Europe and Asia.
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Points f Interest
Sultan Ahmed Mosque
A trip to Istanbul without a visit to
the magnificent Sultan Ahmed
Mosque (Sultan Ahmet Camii)
popularly known as Blue Mosque
will not be complete. The Blue
Mosque with 6 minarets and
eight secondary domes got its
name from 20,000 İznik- styled
blue ceramic tiles in various
floral designs and 200 stained
glass windows, elaborately
crafted, surrounding the walls
of the interior.
They look spectacular if you
approach from the western
side Hippodrome. Built
between 1609 and 1616,
during the rule of Ahmed
I, the intricate interior
decoration includes the
calligraphy of Holy
Quran by Seyyid Kasim
Gubari, who was the
greatest calligrapher
of that time.

Photo Credit: Apratim Ghoshal
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Hagia Sophia

Once a Greek Orthodox Christian patriarchal basilica, later an imperial
Ottoman mosque and now a museum, Hagia Sophia is a premium paradigm of Byzantine
and Islamic art, sculpture and architecture. Served as the principal cathedral for 1000 years until the
establishment of Seville Cathedral, it is the first masterpiece of architectural intelligence made up of mosaics
that shows the sophistication of Byzantine Iconoclasm. In 1453, after the downfall of Byzantines, Hagia Sophia
was converted into a mosque. But in 1935, the first president of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk transformed
the building into a museum. This mosque allures for the fact that the interior of the nave is brightened by the
reflection of lights from its 40 windows, which also lowers the weight of the dome.

Photo Credit: Apratim Ghoshal
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Home to 3000 mosques, Istanbul has lots of mystery to discover. The marbles of Hagia Sophia are taken from
ancient temples at Baalbec, Heliopolis, Athens and Ephesus. The dome is figured with monstrous inscriptions in
Turkish characters embedded with gold and mosaic. On the chandeliers, ostrich eggs are found to evade
cobwebs inside by repelling spiders.
Photo Credit: Apratim Ghoshal
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Topkapi Palace

Sülemaniye Mosque: Known as the second largest
imperial mosque, the Süleymaniye Mosque has the blended
form of Islamic and Byzantine architecture, marked by four
minarets. Located on the Third Hill, the outside architectural
magnificence is a signature landmark of Istanbul. Feel
amazed when you sit inside the prayer hall under the starry
chandeliers to feel the divinity.

Topkapi Palace, an excellent example of
Ottoman architecture, is now a museum
showcasing the Turkish history right from
its beginning. The museum has rich
collection of Ottoman clothing, weapons,
armour, miniatures, religious relics and
illuminated manuscripts. Built after 1453,
Topkapi has opulent pavilions and
architectural treasury, which even is
mesmerising.

Photo Credit: Apratim Ghoshal
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Galata Tower: (“Tower of Christ”) It is a medieval cylindrical Romanesque styled stone tower constructed
in 1348 that offers 360 degree magnificent view of Istanbul's peninsula and its environs all decked up with
cafes, restaurants and night clubs.

Things to do
See the two faces of Istanbul from
cruise : Cruising along the Bosphorous Strait
offers the best view of the Asian and European
side of Istanbul with the long queue of the
beautiful medieval palaces, towers, wooden
villas and bridges. This boat trip from
Sultanahmet offers a round trip of 1.5 hours long
to cover the attractions like Dolmabahce Palace,
Beylerbeyi Palace, Ciragan Palace and Rumeli
Fortress. The grand Bosphorus Bridge is no
doubt a cynosure. It is advisable to take a ferry to
see the full view of the bridge. The trip from the
Sea of Marmara during dawn to the Black Sea at
dusk will certainly make you speechless for the
grandiose of oldest architectures.

Walk and dine-in at İstiklal Caddesi : Walk
through the cobblestone lanes of İstiklal Caddesi
to feel the true Turkish culture with unexpected
conglomeration of churches from Byzantine
times, mosques, best hamams, hotels and cafes.
The old- fashioned fast food shops are serving
authentic Turkish street food like stuffed
mussels, simits and pilaf.
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Grand Bazaar
Lose yourself in the Bazaar
District : Stroll through the historic
Grand Bazaar which was formerly an old
warehouse built by Mehmet the
Conqueror in 1461. Now this is converted
into a Kapalıçarşı (covered market) with
more than 4000 shops selling the
colourful chandeliers, old artwork, home
decors, antique jewelleries, gold
bracelets, traditional Turkish furniture,
leather goods and casual clothes. Next,
walk to the Spice Market (Mısır Çarşısı),
and get the strong odour of cinnamon and
clove. Built in 1660, this market is the
heaven of global spice trade, selling
spices, sweets and dried fruits. Buy the
exclusive Uşak carpets, the finest carpet
from Çınar Halı.

Spice Market

Photo Credit: Apratim Ghoshal
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Discover the best hamams: Delve
into the world famous hamams (Turkish
bath) to wash away your stress with a
unique mix of tradition, history and
architecture. Here, most of the medieval
mosques include a hamam which are
dotted in the streets.

Taste the best Turkish delicacy : Spend days in Old City and
taste-test the most delicious Turkish food. Find the best Turkish
delights like Lokum, Atom Cezerye, Mebrume and Medine Hurma in
the Spice Market. Also, it is worth to stay in a long waiting row to taste
kebap (grilled meat, onion and parsley wrapped in bread) and ayran
(soft drink made up of yoghurt and salt) as an accompaniment. Taste
the dessert baklava and Turkish coffee or a shot of apple tea from
Grand Bazaar which will make you crave for sweet.
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Cappadocia

Experience the royal mystery at the night pubs : Feel the passion and
charm of partying in Istanbul as the locals enjoy the night party in the dazzling capital's pubs with
hot and cold mezze (small plates of seafood and vegetable appetizers popular in Turkey and Balkans) along
with the live fasıl (folk) music.

Travel in Time Machine: Go to Cappadocia or visit Troia Archaeological Site (Hisarlik) to see the Bronze Age
and the classical Trojan history. The cavern architecture will fascinate for hot air ballooning to get a bird eye
view or for staying in the cave hotels that will take you to past life. Navigate Istanbul. It is a safe city. Turkey is
trying hard to attract the tourists after the deadliest terror attacks. Now the political stability and high security
is enhancing the tourism market. Last year, Istanbul saw an increase of 18% in tourism as compared to the
previous year.
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1.The country suffered a spate of terror
attacks in recent years and there was a state
of emergency in the neighouring countries
post the Syria War. What strategies are
undertaken by the government to restore
tourism in Istanbul and measures to
improve it?
For recent years, Turkey has been under
growing pressure from nearly three million
Syrian refugees. To mitigate and spillover
from socio-economic problems, Turkey has
developed new policies that open refugees'
routes to jobs, education and settlement and
some legal statuses. Therefore, the refugee
crisis does not have negative effect on
tourism.
NURAY TOPUZ, CULTURE AND TOURISM
In 2016, the treacherous coup attempt by
EXPERT FROM THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
FETO terrorist groups and declaration of
emergency situation, some other
countries. Turkey is still very competitive in tourism
unfortunate situation led to a slight decline of
with stunning scenery, rich historic legacy, beautiful
number of tourists coming to Turkey. The aim of the
coastlines, nightlife, shopping, sightseeing, cuisine,
terrorist attacks was to harm Turkish tourism and
culture, heritage, best hotel quality and tourism
give an idea that Turkey is not a secure country. But
infrastructure.
now there is an economic and politic stability in
After 2016, to increase market share, we entered
Turkey, it is very secure for tourist and they can feel
new markets and expanded Turkey's brand image. In
completely at home.
addition to European market, Turkey gave very
Turkey was the 6th country according to foreign
special attention to the Asia Pacific Region,
tourist arrivals in 2014 and 2015. The number of
specifically countries such as India, China, Japan and
foreign tourist coming to Turkey was approximately
Korea. We have remarkable growth in terms of
36.8 million in 2014 and it is approximately 30.7
tourism activities and provide diversified tourism
million in 2017. Turkey is still one of the most
products for these countries.
popular tourism destination for European and Asian
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2. What is the current turnover of tourists from
India and future plans of increasing the footfall in
strategic locations?
Turkey Culture and Tourism Ministry implement
tourism promotion policies through 46 culture and
information offices in 41 countries. We apply
different strategies for different markets. Turkey
Culture and Tourism Ministry started its
promotional activities in India in 2008 and has
been working for Indian market. Our concern is
developing connectivity between India and Turkey
for culture and tourism. The number of tourist
coming from India has increased. In 2017,
approximately 87,000 Indians visited Turkey and in
2018 we are expecting 100,000 to 150,000
travelers from India.
For Indian market we have been focusing on
wedding, honeymoon, MICE, cultural tourism, golf
and adventure tourism. To increase the success of
our tourism marketing products, we have been
participating in fairs, special events, involving in
joint activities such as hosting, family trip, road
shows and advertisement with private sector
representatives.
3. Apart from the already established tourists
destinations (the mosques and the Bazaar) which
new destination is in the pipeline to be
promoted?
The most preferred destination for Indians in
Turkey is Istanbul with historical Peninsula
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including Topkapı Place, Hagia Sophia Museum,
Blue Mosque and some other historical places
with shopping facilities and cosmopolitan life style.
Antalya with blue flagged coastal areas, luxury golf
hotel facilities, cuisine and nightlife; Cappadocia
with fairy chimneys, air balloon ride and rock-cut
churches of the Byzantine Era; Izmir with ancient
cities like Ephesus and Pergamum, natural
beauties, high quality hotels and vibrant city life;
Pamukkale with the pure white travertine terraces;
Muğla with blue flag coastal areas such as
Ölüdeniz and İztuzu Beach which is home of
caretta carettas; Konya with whirling dervishes and
Rumi; Çanakkale with Troy Antique City and
Galipoli Historical Peninsula.
İstanbul, Antalya, İzmir, Muğla are the destinations
for Indian wedding. Every year some of the Indian
families prefer Turkey for their weddings and
honeymoon. These cities are also very popular for
MICE tourism facilities. Istanbul is among the ten
most popular destinations for conferences.
Alternatively Dalaman, Fethiye, Bodrum and Black
Sea Region are the ones which can be highlighted.
We are offering many adventure activities in Black
sea region like skiing, parachuting etc.

Cover Story

P

ossibly one of the most overused terms in the tourism sector, 'luxury' is often preconceived as the solid
marble suites or gold-leaf interiors and others. But with the millennial trend gushing in the tourism
industry, it is more like returning to the root, which even includes investing in emotional value. While
some might define their own luxury as surfing a camp with no electricity or traversing a five-star river cruise
with plenty of bikes onboard for shore excursions ― it is all about personalisation. The luxury hotel sector is a
breed apart in different ways from the tradition hotel industry. Although 'luxury' is a subjective notion, it is
generally divided into four dimensions ― “luxury as a brand”, “luxury as luxe product features”, “luxury as nonnecessities” and “luxury as the power to pursue your passions”.
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Setting a whole new standard for South Africa, located in Cape Town's Waterfront, One&Only Cape Town is an
urban chic resort which was opened in 2009. With an unprecedented level of luxury and style offerings, the
hotel has an overwhelming view of the Table Mountain. The spacious rooms and the oversized bathroom
interiors are adorned with fabrics and furnishings recalling the warm, muted tones of Africa's savannahs.
Centrally located, the hotel also serves as the gateway to the Cape Town's must- visit places, such as wine
country excursions, Chapman's Peak and Cape Point.

Open from May to September, Clayoquot Wilderness Resort is an exotic paradox of indulgent luxury and
remote, untamed wilderness. Plan your holidays at Clayoquot Sound World Biosphere Reserve, which is within
Vancouver Island's Pacific Rim National Park. Offering a unique 21st-century-safari-style enclave along with
exquisite cuisine and one-in-a-lifetime adventures, visitors here get a chance to revisit how summers were
some 100 years ago. Opulent rugs, down duvets, remote-controlled propane powered woodstoves, antique
furnishings add to the luxury quotient even more.
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Travel and tourism is one of the
world's fastest-growing sectors. It
holds a strong command in the global
economy. According to Deloitte, the
following forces would drive the luxury
hospitality trend in 2018:
£ Healthy consumer spending
£ Intense airline competition
£ Healthy corporate travel

demand
£ More demand for experience
than products

It is not just the souvenirs
what matters to the luxury
seekers. They now want more
access over acquisition.
Experiencing own stuff is what
defines luxury for a new- age
traveller. True luxury is
possibly only attained when
one feels completely
unburdened and that is the
simple goal of any vacation.
For the bleisure travellers,
vacation is pampering yourself
while being connected.
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Dyan McKie, Family
Product Manager for
Intrepid Group in an
exclusive interview with
Travel and Tour World
reveals travelling with
family can be an amazing
experience and how
adventure travel makes this
even more incredible by
creating new ways to bond
and learn about each other
while truly discovering the
destination.
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Travel and Tour World: Is adventure travel restricted to certain type of people?
Dyan McKie: Adventure is one of the fastest growing sectors in the tourism industry, but there's a
misconception that it's all about mountain climbing or bungy jumping. We believe that it's about having
an appetite for adventure, it's for those of us who seek out real life experiences when we travel. Intrepid
takes more than 350,000 travellers to more than 120 countries around the world, on trips that vary from
cycling in Tanzania and trekking to Machu Picchu to sailing in Thailand or foodie tours of Morocco. While
we get more women travelling with us than any other demographic, there really is no such thing as a
typical Intrepid traveller, and that's one of the reasons that we offer trips for families who want to
expose their children to the cultural aspects of the destination they are visiting. Learning about the local
history in a way a child can understand, staying in special accommodation like homestays, jungle camps
or Sahara desert camping after a camel ride and trying new local food.
Travel and Tour World: How to inculcate adventure travel among kids?
Dyan McKie: We find it is driven from the parents. If the parents have a sense of adventure then they are
looking to instill this in their children. Our family range of trips is perfect for those parents who have may
been more adventurous in their travel prior to having children but don't believe travelling stops once
you have children.
Travel and Tour World: Is there any recommendation for parents who
doubt to travel with kids?
Dyan McKie: As a parent it is natural to stress and worry about
your child's wellbeing, whether it be a home or travelling, the
biggest thing I learnt is they are more resilient than you think!
We often forget children can nap anywhere, anytime when
they are tired. They will chill out and read a book or play a
game if they need downtime. This skill helps them on long
travelling days. Keeping this in mind will help elevate any angst
you may have. At a recent jungle camp stay in Borneo we had
no electricity nor running water. Our beds were thin mattress on
the floor of a basic hut. Did my child crib about the conditions? No!
of course she didn't. She took it in her stride and loved using her head
touch.
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Travel and Tour World: How you make travelling with kids special ?
Dyan McKie: There are a few key elements to our family trips. We ensure there aren't many long
travelling days, meal times are always taken into consideration when planning out the daily itinerary, we
chose family friendly hotels (with pools where we can). Some examples of child friendly activities
include: Gladiator school in Rome, bathing elephants in Thailand, bike riding around ruins in Mexico.
We have families travelling with us from all over the world so not only will your child experience a local
culture they will meet new friends from different countries.
Travel and Tour World: Which are the most outstanding places to visit with children?
Dyan McKie: Anywhere with animals is always a hit from the child's perspective. Swimming in the
Galapagos, Elephants in Thailand or on safari in Africa all children are excited to view animals.
Travel and Tour World: How does travelling affect children ? What are the latest trends?
Dyan McKie: Travel builds confidence in children, it enables your child to learn new things every day. Be
it navigating a new city, travelling on new transportation for the first time or being understood in a
different language. Your child learns to manage their way through different situations which builds
confidence. It also gives them a wider view of the world we live in. Exposing them to different cultures
and countries will give them greater cultural awareness.
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Travel and Tour World: What kind of reservations you saw in families travelling with children?
Dyan McKie: We find parents worried about how their child will cope on the flight, will they get over
jetlag quickly to enjoy the trip and how will they behave while travelling with a group. Most children
cope a lot better on long flights than parents. Most airlines now on long haul flights have fantastic inhouse entertainment targeted to children and families travel with i pads with games, movies and apps
for keeping them amused. Sometimes in the group children may be tired for the first few days but
parents find their children getting involved in activities quickly.
Travel and Tour World: Tell us about the itineraries being offered by you for family travel?
Dyan McKie: In 2018 we are offering 52 trips in total to destinations all around the world to suit all types
of families. We have teenage trips to cater to the older children. These trips focus on a more physical
itinerary that will often include: rafting, hiking and biking. We also have range of trips that cater to Single
Parent families with trips in Egypt, Morocco, India, Thailand, Vietnam and Costa Rica. All of our
itineraries are a blend of included activities and allows for free times for families to explore themselves
or enjoy their downtime. Our group size is kept to 16 (average 4-5 families per departure) which allows
families to interact with each other and the children to get to know each other quickly.
Travel and Tour World: Can you list top 5 destinations to travel with kids across the world?
Dyan McKie: Intrepid Travel's top 5 destinations for family trips:
1.Vietnam
2.India
3.Borneo
4.Andorra (Pyrenees)
5.Sri Lanka
Vietnam

Sri Lanka

Borneo
Andorra
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India

Cayman Island plans to create
employment from tourism industry

New Ireland tourism video shows spring
to potential visitors

Cayman Island, an autonomous British Territory
plans to generate employment from the travel and
tourism industry, which also help to increase the
revenue. This will also help to attract the
international tourist. Cayman Island is famous for its
green waterfronts. Seven Mile Beach is the main
attraction here. The authorities of Cayman are urging
to create more employment directly and indirectly in
travel, tourism and hospitality industry. This will be
the part of key development in travel and tourism
industry.

Ireland presents to the global tourism hemisphere as
a favourite spring destination in its new official
tourism promotional video. Tourism Ireland's latest
video showcases these perky youngsters as they find
their feet–highlighting to potential visitors yet
another great reason to visit the island of Ireland in
the springtime. This tourism video is promoted to
the potential visitors through Tourism Ireland's
social platforms.
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Singapore's new carbon emission tax will
be from 2019

Emirates will launch new flight to Dubai
via Bali from Auckland Airport

Singapore will charge the new carbon emission tax
from the year 2019 to cut its greenhouse gas
emissions and make the companies more
competitive as the global agreements on the climate
change take effect. The Finance Minister Heng Swee
Keat said this imposition of tax would be levied on all
facilities producing 25,000 tonnes or more of
greenhouse gas emissions a year. The tax to be
applied to all sectors, will be Sg$5.0 ($3.8) per tonne
of greenhouse gas emissions from 2019 to 2023,
after which the levy will be reviewed and possibly
raised to between Sg$10 and Sg$15 per tonne by
2030.

Auckland Airport has welcomed the announcement
by Emirates that it will launch a new year-round daily
service to Dubai via Bali. This service will be available
from 15 June 2018. Emirates will fly daily from
Auckland to Bali with a Boeing 777-300. This flight
will be functional in addition to Emirates daily
Auckland to Dubai direct A380 service. The new
flight will continue from Bali to Dubai. Scott Tasker,
Auckland Airport's General Manager aeronautical
commercial, says that the announcement is great
news for the people of New Zealand and will add
more than 250,000 seats to the route. It will
encourage in exploring more travel destinations in
Asia.
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Cuba to get more cruises from Norwegian
Cruise Line
To promote the cruise tourism and also to encourage
the international tourists, Norwegian Cruise Line is
all set to add the brand new seven-night Caribbean
cruises, which will be the first for the line.
This Miami- based company's only voyage with
Havana is on the schedule with short trips that last
for four nights. Norwegian Cruise Line also plans this
new nine-and 13-night sailings that feature a call at
Havana, Cuba. All of the new voyages would be
taking place this fall on the 1,936-passenger
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Norwegian Sun.
The new seven-night cruises will start in September
through October out of Miami. Norwegian Sun's new
nine-night cruises would develop upon the weeklong sailings with additional visits to Roatan,
Cozumel, Honduras and Mexico and they would be
starting in Miami. This new cruise addition would
feature destinations like Santa Marta, Cartagena,
Costa Rica, Puerto Limon, Colombia, Oranjestad and
Aruba, which will be the great push for tourism.
Norwegian Cruise is also adding a new five-night
cruise to the Bahamas and Cuba from Port Canaveral
on 3rd September, 2018.

Dimitris Manikis appointed as President and
Managing Director for Wyndham Hotel Group
Wyndham Hotel Group, the hospitality giant with an
incomparable global portfolio of more than 8,400 hotels has
appointed Dimitris Manikis to the role of President and
Managing Director for Europe, Middle East, Eurasia and
Africa (EMEA). He will be based at the London offices of
Wyndham Hotel Group. Dimitris Manikis will be
accountable for the development of all of brands of
Wyndham Hotel Group in the EMEA region as well as
maximizing the performance of all new and existing
franchise and managed hotels. Dimitris Manikis will focus
on driving the strategic objectives of Wyndham Hotel Group
including quality and technology solutions as well as loyalty,
sales and marketing.

Bardstown-Nelson appoints Mike Mangeot
new executive director
Bardstown-Nelson County Tourist and Convention
Commission has appointed its new executive director Mike
Mangeot. Mangeot started his new position on Monday,
February 19, 2018 onward. Mangeot, who is a native of
Frankfort, was associated with the Kentucky Department of
Travel and Tourism at the time of the Beshear and Patton
administrations as the deputy commissioner and director of
marketing and advertising. He was also the commissioner of
travel and tourism. He managed the day-to-day functioning
of the lead marketing agency of the commonwealth. He was
also accountable for strategic planning, budget forecasting,
creation and execution of marketing plans .
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Tech iT

A

smart bartender remembers last night's drink order leaving
you instantly impressed! How about some unique selfpampering that ensures 'talking technology' at your
command? Imagine reclining on your bed inside a hotel room that is
equipped with features enabling guests to control room features –
solely via 'voice commands'.
It is indeed as intriguing as it sounds. And it is not just a fragment of
imagination of tech-savvy millennials. In fact, it indicates a steady
progress towards a potential future hospitality trend that is currently
in its infancy.
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Travelling tends to be stressful. Often it is associated with nightmares like the agonising queues at the airport
security, traffic congestion, flight delays, overcrowded trains and juggling luggage. Eventually, when
backpackers check into a hotel, 'comfort' is the first thing on their minds! For instance, one expects
housekeeping staff who deliver extra pillows promptly. Or, a smart front desk a receptionist who is not busy
juggling phones and is more attentive to hotel guests. A virtual voice assistant, in such circumstances, is as
crucial as the presence of free Wi-Fi.

One of the smart texting platforms for the hospitality industry, 'Go Moment' has created 'Ivy', aiming to
improve guest experience at hotels. Developed in 2012, Ivy aims to help hotels and guests communicate
seamlessly. The technology boasts of being the very first texting and concierge service of the hotel industry. It
utilises cognitive intelligence in fusion with staff expertise to offer superior service, particularly customised to
meet individual expectations of guests!
Raj Singh, the CEO and founder of Go Moments, feels that the goal of introducing a cool technology avatar like
Ivy seeks to enable hotels curb the friction and wait times associated with check-in formalities for guests. He is
optimistic that such a smart technology would engage guests and at the same time gain feedback while they
are still lodged at the hotels. Such a feedback would make way for necessary and immediate modifications, if
needed, thereby creating goodwill and guest loyalty.
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Convenience meets customers in a fresh package, and in a nutshell – this is the basic concept of the Ivy voice
concierge. The interface is not at all rocket-science. First of all guests receive a welcome text message from Ivy.
Next they can simply respond in their own words to express what they require. Collaborating closely with the
hotel staff, Ivy takes care of the rest quite effortlessly. When a guest enters a hotel using Ivy, the front desk will
immediately enquire if he needs anything, from any location inside the hotel. And if he opts to use Ivy, a
welcome text arrives on his mobile device when he enters the room, prompting service instantly.
Thereafter, Ivy
£Offers you with the WiFi password within seconds
£Order drinks for you while you relax by the poolside
£Let you know you have a new phone message
£Tell housekeeping staff that you require new towers or wish the sheets to be changed
£Keep you updated about interesting events

Ivy is a Popular Voice Technology
Today, several hotels across the world are turning to this unique voice technology platform including W
Boston, Treasure Island, Caesars Palace and much more. In fact, guests are known to engage a lot more via
Ivy as compared to the conventional hotel communication channels.This has significantly minimized
problem resolution times. Therefore, in order to assure guests of continued seamless tech-friendly
assistance, Ivy is educating hotel staff on how they can improve their services!
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Ivy is one of the innovative hotel technologies that tempt travellers to explore various facades of technology!
A virtual hotel room assistant takes the current hotel technology trend to the next level. And of course, it dons
a promising outlook that appears more impactful than robots in hotels. Today, many hotels are enriched with
smart technological gadgets like tablets or iPads capable of offering room controls and other hotel room
automation features. Right from the comfort of their bed, guests can use a hotel room tablet to control the
drapes, temperature and lights. So, relax, rejuvenate and reactivate that passion for exploring artificial
intelligence!
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Travel Tendency

T

ravel industry has left no stone unturned to monetise and expand its
business by using digital campaigns and constantly building relationships
with customers.
Apart from increasing the email database, growing social channels, expanding
Facebook organic reach, online videos, optimising paid search campaigns or
increasing the SEO rankings, visibility and conversions, companies are looking for
alternative digital solution for growing their brand.
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Sharing user- generated content is the latest fad among hundreds of thousands of engaged
followers and influencers spreading the brand's reach to the people worldwide.
Hashtags

Hashtags : There is a blurring scenario between the phases of travel where shared photos
and videos on social network impacts a brand's reputation in real time. Hashtags allow to
get offline interactions from online initiatives, make people talk about destinations,
mention in pictures even if they do not follow on Twitter or Facebook. Hashtag amplifies
the reach allowing the visitors to identify the destination. The creation of a dedicated
hashtag allows visitors to explore travel content. The destination British Columbia's hashtag
#exploreBChashtag reached more than 30 million, encouraging 21,000 plus people to talk
about the destination 111,051 times.

Instagram: Instagram has turned out to be a weapon of mass education in travel
marketing. Today Instagram has over 700 million users who are active and growing. It was
found by a recent study that brands get 15 times more engagement on Instagram than on
Facebook. It has a major role on how consumers pick a travel destination and revolutionise
the way consumers have been searching for travel destinations. The recent 'stories' allows
sharing engaging contents so that people know destinations better and the 'live video'
functionality allows users to capture moments for 15 seconds and share, giving tough
competition to Twitter's Vine Application.

Influencer : Influencers have a large following and have consistently been engaged in
social media. They are popular and their followers enjoy and remain engaged with their
content with high number of likes and comments on posts. They have a unique brand and
follower group. They have the potential of bringing awareness regarding a destination to
any potential customer in the follower base. Currently, the hotels, resorts and tourism
boards are banking on this system to promote their location. As a part of the campaign, the
influencer post on Instagram or other media the views and activities the place offers.
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Murad and Nataly Osmann, the Russian couple started the trend in 2011 where Murad
posted a photo of Nataly leading him through the streets of Barcelona. The image went
viral. Check #travel on Instagram where a woman leads a man through stunning setting.

Kiersten Rich from United States had quit her job to travel after realizing that corporate
finance was not meant for her and she jetted off. Till date she has travelled more than 60
countries and build a multi-level business from the blog.

Brian Kelly of United States also known as The Points Guy is the CEO of his own digital
platform, he worked out on how to maximize air miles and frequent flier points in 2007. His
site provides the best credit cards for maximum points, reviewing hotels and long distance
flights.
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Facebook Game : To encourage people consider Japan as an adventurous destination for
ski and snowboard, Japan Tourism launched an interesting Facebook game –Power Dash.
Players could experience what Japan has to offer when race players will see mountains, hit
jumps and use advanced snowboards. Complex and challenging video games with amazing
user interface benefit players in understanding the features about the real place and many
booked their travel with such a distinct yet effective digital campaign.

Ü 37% of travelers prefer booking their vacation through online travel agents
ÜFacebook is accessed by 1 out of every 3 travelers during vacation
Ü83% of people use internet while on vacatio
ÜInternet is being used by more than 148.3 million people to make reservations for
accommodation, tours and activities.
ÜTo get a personalized experience 835 of millennial allows travel brands to track their
digital pattern.
As per a research over a period of 76 online sessions, travellers, on an average of 53 days,
visited 28 different websites. The travel industry experts predict that the digital travel space
will expand at an annual rate of 3.8% and reach $11.4 trillion. Destination marketing
organisations heavily bank on social media with focus on consumer generated content
(CGC). It is used before the travel to inspire, inform and engage during travel to facilitate a
destination and after travel to remember, share and engage.
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A

classic rail journey avails for the traveller a piece of culture and tranquil. Watching the countryside
scenario -the wheat fields, jagged rockies and the thickly forested mountains, amazing routes brings
the best perspective of the world.
Gliding past vast vistas, awaiting destination is a reminiscence of savouring the little things in life. Seeking
spectacular scenes, luxurious carriages, heritage steams or epic long distance journeys, travelling on trains is
about deceleration rather than speed during an interlude between home and destination, discovering a few
handpicked scenic routes offering a pristine piece of nature.
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Venice Simplon-OrientExpress
Known for the setting of Agatha Christie
mystery 'Murder on the Orient Express' it
instigates romance and adventure. The route
from London to Venice covers Europe's cities like
the London, Paris, Innsbruck, Verona and Venice
turning into a legend in itself.
Through decades its art deco has attracted while the train's
elegant suites is a reflection of a subtle and more stylish
age.The westward route passenger get freshly caught lobsters
during brunch before the train reaches the French port of Calais.
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The Transcantabrico
Gran Lujo

It gives a relentless feeling of fivestar hotel on wheels covering San
S e b amatters
sta i n to
S a ntas
i athe
go destination…
de
The journey
as much
Compostela. It offers short rides
with exceptional catering of
select wines, haute cuisine and
excursion meals in top-notch
restaurants.
The luxury rolls through the best
of northern Spain takes you
across the Guggenheim museum
in Bilbao, the prehistoric cave of
Altamira, the Picos de Europa
National Park and the Cathedral
of Santiago de Compostela.

Rovos Rail
Rovos Rail covers Southern and eastern Africa
with an extended network of far flung
destinations.
Passengers will see spectacular scenery in
South Africa, Zimbabwe,Namibia and
Tanzania. The cabins are lavish and luxurious
and the train never travels more than 60
kilometers per hour. The leisure trips from
Pretoria to Dar es Salaam, the Namibia safari
and the golfing trips were very popular last
year.
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Golden Eagle
The Trans-Siberian Express plying between Moscow to
Vladivostok allows travellers to experience Russia in style
and its intimidating itinerary spans eight time zones.
The train stops for daily excursions and rides along Lake
Baikal, hauled by a Soviet Era steam locomotive taking a
detour to Ulaanbaatar which is Mongolia's capital.
It has en-suite bathrooms, air-con during summers and full
heat in winter, laundry services, TVs along with a resident
pianist and an English-speaking doctor

India
India boasts of the largest rail network in the
world, the misty western Ghats, the deserts of
Rajasthan and the snow capped Himalayas in the
northeast is a must visit. Enjoy sheer luxury in the
Golden Chariot with ornate amenities through
southern India or avail the Maharaja Express offering
eight-day itineraries.

Japan
It has the world's most reliable train system,
the Tokaido Shinkansen line is fast, clean and
efficient running between major cities with
English-speaking staff, located between the Tokyo
and Kyoto, it provides the train side view of Mount
Fuji.

Switzerland
Switzerland's Glacier Express running from Zermatt to St
Moritz is known for its Alpine scenary to the 6,704ft-high
Oberalp Pass. The Valais, the Berner
Oberland, the Pilatus railway- the world
steepest cog railway and Rhaetische Bahn in
the province of Graubunden is highly praised for
its unbeatable scenery.

United States
Get the gorgeous views of coastlines, mountains, forests,
lakes and rivers. The Amtrak's Coast Starlight is preferred for
a longer journey from Los Angeles to Seattle. The US Pacific
Coast views are stunning, the tiny train station along the way are
of the Spanish Mission style of architecture.
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In September 1825, Stockton to Darlington route is the first ever locomotive-hauled railway in the world.
George Stephenson's revolutionary 'Locomotion 1' pulled the train.
A close-up shot of a steam train being pulled into the station by the Lumière Brothers, 'L'arrivée d'un
train en gare de La Ciotat' (1896), featured a close-up shot of a steam train pulling into the station.
Around 3.5 million passengers travel by train every day in the UK.
The Channel Tunnel is the Britain's longest railway tunnel.

Rail tours have gained popularity
across the world, in US last year
Amtrak ferried 31.6 million
passengers creating an all-time
record for the railroad. The
slumping economy has made train
travel among the budget-conscious
travelers more attractive.
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G

ood bye “pale” winter. This
month celebrates the
beginning of the blooming
season-spring, after a long winter cold
days. World in the month of March
enjoys with fun, food and music
welcoming the arrival of spring. This
lusty season has all the beauty to cheer
and people in all the countries rejoice
with the portrayal of their culture,
making exclusive.

T

Place: Taiwan, Republic of China
Date: 2nd March to 11th March 2018
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aiwan's one of the most illuminative
fest, Sky Lantern Festival appeals
with fanfare events along with the
gourmet exploration, making the best place
for epicures. Happening in the beginning of
the spring in the city of Pingxi, this fire
cracking and lantern ceremony has the
historical and cultural perspective, as the
local people believe that this festival will
eradicate the “evils” and the diseases from
the district.

G

lasgow International Comedy
Festival welcomes all the world
class comedians to the city to
entertain the global spectators, making this
Scottish cultural festival as the world class
comedy extravaganza in Europe.
Place: Glasgow, Scotland
Date: 8th March-25th March 2018
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T

Place: London, England
Date: 11th March, 2018
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he Head of the River Race is an
annual rowing competition from
Mortlake to Putney, founded by
Steve Fairbairn in 1926. This river race is
rowed over 4¼ miles Thames
Championship Course, now gaining
popularity to the sport lovers. This river
race is marking the highest participation
event in London.

I

Place: Valencia, Spain
Date: 15th March - 20th March 2018
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t is Spain's one of the most unique and
eccentric street extravaganza, marking
the coming of spring making a wish an
ecstatic goodbye to the wintry cold days
with the spectacular floats, dazzling
f i rewo r ks a n d a m a z i n g f u n - f i l l e d
entertainment that ends in great feast
mirroring Spanish culinary brilliance.

Place: : Underberg, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

Date: 29th March-1st April, 2018
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South Africa's oldest music festival
celebrates the art, music, fun and laughter
with a gathering of more than ten thousand
music fanatics to witness the performance
of South Africa's most popular music bands.
This musical show with ages becomes the
friendliest music festival by providing
platform to bloom the musical journey in
African musical scene.

At IMEX in Frankfurt,
thousands of hosted buyers
and buyer attendees from all
over the world will be
meeting and doing business
with almost 3,500 international destinations and
venues under one roof. They'll also be discovering
the latest learning ideas in 180-plus education
sessions, making new contacts and catching up
with colleagues at the many networking events.
Carina Bauer said that innovation is at the heart of
IMEX in Frankfurt and for their next show they are
creating a series of new initiatives that will meet
the needs of buyers and exhibitors and
substantially enhance their business experience.
Several engaging new initiatives, new exhibitors
and new hosted buyer groups are already
confirmed for IMEX in Frankfurt 2018, taking place
on 15-17 May. The innovations start on Monday
and run throughout the week.
Following its successful launch in 2017,
EduMonday, a full day of learning and insights
open to all IMEX attendees and exhibitors, will be
expanding, bringing together a vast range of
learning sessions, from technology to Meetology.
Meanwhile the Event Design Certificate
Programme will be running again that day after
being widely acclaimed on its debut.
Also on EduMonday, Exclusively Corporate
@IMEXwhich brings together around 80-100 top
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corporate global meeting planners and programme
directors, will focus on Innovation and Security.
Amanda Whitlock, Director, Global Strategic
Events, EY is already scheduled to headline the
event with a keynote on the 'Event of the Future'
focussing on how to inspire an audience,
disruption of traditional methods and the use of
event technology.
Another significant innovation on EduMonday will
be the She Means Business conference, a new
event created in partnership with
twtagungswirtschaft magazine. This results from
an overwhelming response to a joint research
project that IMEX and tw undertook together
earlier this year. With a series of inspiring
speakers, it's an event that is set to celebrate the
role of women in the industry, as well as providing
conversation, collaboration and learning.
CarinaBauer, CEO of the IMEX Group also
expressed that IMEX in Frankfurt is firmly
established as the place where the meetings
industry worldwidecomes together in May each
year. They know it is in their diaries well in
advance–and many senior people, as well the
leaders of the future from all sectors - agency,
association and corporate - have already planned
their schedules to be there.

When: May 15th – 17th , 2018
Where: Frankfurt, Germany

Kazakhstan International
Exhibition KITF has been
held since the year of
2000. Nowadays, the
Exhibition serves as a wide-ranging professional
platform for the touristic industry of the whole
Central Asian Region and is justly considered to be
the pinnacle event of the touristic sector of
Kazakhstan.
Leadingexpertsoftheexhibitionindustryhave assigned
KITF with the reputable quality mark - UFI Approval
(from the Global Association of the Exhibition
Industry) for the conformity with the global
standards of B2B platforms.
Numerous international events take place under the
auspices of KITF, such as signing memorandums,
agreements and interstate programs on the regional
and cross-border cooperation as well as holding
republican meetings, plenary sessions, road-shows,
seminars, presentations and other specialized
activities, which demonstrates the high efficiency of
the Exhibition for the touristic market of both
Kazakhstan and Central Asia.

preferences of the customers, come to know their
competitors, find new effective business
instruments and envisage strategies for their
further development.
KITF Key Sections:
£International Tourism
£Domestic Travels
£Medical and Healthcare Tourism
£MICE – Business Tourism
£Property Abroad (NEW)
KITF Exhibitors:
£Tour Operators and Travel Agencies
£Air Companies and Air Travel Agencies
£NationalandRegionalTouristicOrganizations
£Hotel Services Providers
£Healthcare and Medical Centers
£IT-developersandIT-providers in Tourism
£Real Estate Abroad Companies
£Other Service Providers of the Touristic Industry

KITF 2017 in Facts and Figures:
£6 750 square meters of the exhibition area
£4 485 visitors
Annually, KITF shows positive developments and
consistent dynamics of growth which is also a certain £374 exhibiting companies
£30 participating countries of the world
indicator of the overall market of the touristic
£22 national expositions
services. Over 17 years of its existence, the
Exhibition has been attended by companies and
organizations from 63 countries of the world.
When: April 18th – 20th , 2018
Itisherewhereinternational and local companies
Where: Almaty, Kazakhstan
evaluate the needs of the market and key
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The 'Saudi Arabia Hotel
Construction Overview' report
by TOP HOTEL PROJECTS –
compiled ahead of The Hotel
Show Saudi Arabia (10-12th
April 2018) – has revealed that
84 hotels comprising 27,281 rooms will open
throughout the Kingdom this year.
Riyadh, Jeddah, Makkah and Al Khobar remain the
busiest areas for hotel construction across the
country. Each of these cities rank highly in the
Middle East's top ten most active cities for
hospitality development, sitting third, fourth, sixth
and tenth respectively.
Notable hotel openings set for the Kingdom in 2018
include: Hilton Riyadh Hotel & Residences,
Copthorne Hotel Makkah, Jabel Omar; SwissBelhotel Al Aziziya Makkah; Millennium Hotel
Jeddah and Hilton Garden Inn Al Khobar.
Hilton is identified as the brand with the most hotel
developments currently underway throughout the
country. Kamel Ajami, Vice President of Operations,
KSA & Levant, Hilton commented that Saudi Arabia
is one of the most important markets in the region,
with new legislation and government reforms
making the Kingdom more accessible than ever. It
represents their largest development pipeline in the
Middle East. They have 30 hotels currently under
development in around 12 different cities and their
development team is always on the lookout for new
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opportunities.
In 2018 Hilton expects to see three new hotels
open in Saudi Arabia: DoubleTree by Hilton in
Makkah's Jabal Omar development, a midscale
Hilton Garden Inn in Al Khobar, and a Hilton in
Riyadh. Between them they will add over 1,500
rooms to the company's footprint across the
country.
Swiss-Belhotel International will also open three
new hotels in the Kingdom in 2018 – two in Riyadh
and another debut property in the Holy City of
Makkah, scheduled for later this year.
Laurent A. Voivenel, Senior Vice President,
Operations & Development for the Middle East,
Africa & India, Swiss-Belhotel International
expressed that Saudi Arabia is a market that is
currently undersupplied in terms of hotels. The
tourism sector has been earmarked by the
government as a key driver for growth in the
Kingdom's Vision 2030 economic diversification
strategy, with major initiatives to stimulate the
travel and tourism industry. In addition to mass
scale hotel construction, major transport
infrastructure projects including the new airport in
Jeddah and Haramain High Speed Rail Project,
launching this year, will have a big impact.

When: April 10th – 12th 2018
Where: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

The government is also investing significantly in
large-scale leisure, culture and entertainment
projects and they are keen to take advantage of
this massive opportunity for hospitality
development.
“Alongside a continued focus on the Holy Cities,
it is clear that hospitality developments in the
pipeline for the Kingdom are being designed to
cater to a wider range of travellers including
domestic and international business and leisure
tourists,” commented Gary Williams, Event
Director of The Hotel Show Saudi Arabia.
“Dubai-based Rove Hotels has just announced
that construction will begin on its first hotel in
the Kingdom this year. The midscale, lifestyle
hotel brand will cater to tech-savvy millennial
travellers and will be based at King Abdullah
Economic City – fast becoming the Kingdom's
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hub for business and leisure. Meanwhile, major
international brands are focusing on areas such as
Al Khobar and Jazan City, close to the Persian Gulf
and Red Sea coasts respectively, which offer
access to the beach and a growing number of
leisure and cultural activities.”
As the hospitality landscape across the Kingdom
continues to grow and prosper, The Hotel Show
Saudi Arabia – the country's leading networking
and sourcing event for hoteliers and restaurateurs
– returns for its 6th edition in Jeddah in April.
Co-located with Stone & Surface Saudi Arabia
2018, the Kingdom's only sourcing event
dedicated to the stone and surface design
industry, the events will both take place across
three days – 10-12th April 2018 – at the Jeddah
Centre for Forums and Events.

Registration for
WTM Africa 2018
has officially opened
with both local and
international travel
trade gearing up for
what promises to be another incredible B2B
show. WTM Africa 2018 will once again be hosted
in partnership by the City of Cape Town.
Taking place at the Cape Town International
Convention Centre (CTICC) from 18 to 20 April
2018, WTM Africa is set to once again showcase
the beauty of the African continent,, while
providing the opportunity for travel trade
members to build even further than the
impressive US$365-million worth of business
conducted since WTM Africa 2017.
This year, the Africa Travel Week team will
introduce a variety of innovations, new events
and even more networking opportunities than
ever before, including:
1. A veritable feast of experiential activities will
be taking place during WTM Africa to convey the
incredible wonders that the African continent
holds.

showcase their culture, music, hospitality and
cuisine, offering delegates the opportunity to
sample different food and drink from around the
world.
3. A host of international speakers from across the
globe will focus on pertinent topics affecting the
modern travel industry, as well as look to identify
trends in the African travel market.
4. As announced in 2017, SETE 2018 will take place
during Africa Travel Week, creating discussions
around bidding and hosting major international
events, and promoting local events.
5. The African Responsible Tourism Awards will
showcase the greenest and most sustainable
tourism products in Africa.
6. The Women in travel Meetup at WTM Africa
2018 will consist of a half-day programme inclusive
of panel debates, group mentoring sessions and
the opportunity to network.
7. Business Events Conference powered by ibtm
africa will present content focusing on how to
unite African MICE venues and products with
highly-qualified meeting and event planners.
8. E-Tourism Frontiers will once again present the
latest technology and digital marketing trends
globally.

2. WTM Africa has introduced its Festival
Programme where standWhen: April 18th – 20th , 2018
holders taking part in endWhere: Cape Town International Convention Centre (CTICC)
of-show parties will
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Join the West Coast's
largest digital travel
conference of 300+
industry leaders
EyeforTravel San Francisco Digital Summit 2018
(April 9-10) brings together senior digital
executives from some of the biggest brands in
travel to discuss the cutting edge of digital,

marketing, mobile, emerging technology and data
driven personalization.
A sneak preview of the brands already attending
include: Booking.com, Priceline, Expedia, Accor
Hotels, IHG, Hilton, Fairmont, Choice Hotels,
Marriott, Air Canada, Cathay Pacific, Singapore
Airlines, San Francisco Internal Airport and many
more.

When: April 9th – 10th 2018
Where: Nikko Hotel, San Francisco
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Show Review

EMITT - East Mediterranean International Travel
and Tourism Exhibition 2018 Numbers has a total
number 54,364 visitors, 85 participating countries,
1,065 Foreign Participants, over 7000 B2B
Appointments and around 600 invited Tour
Operators.
Sponsored by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism
of Turkey, the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality,
and Turkish Airlines, supported by KOSGEB, and in
cooperation with the Turkish Hoteliers Federation
(TÜROFED) and the Turkish Tourism Investors
Association (TTYD), EMITT Istanbul was held for the
22nd time this year at the TÜYAP Fair, Convention
and Congress Center and hosted those who wish to
make affordable holiday plans for the best
destinations with tourism professionals.
The opening ceremony was attended by the
Minister of Culture and Tourism of Turkey Prof. Dr.
Numan Kurtulmuş, Governor of Istanbul Vasip
Şahin, the former Secretary General of the United
Nations World Tourism Organization Taleb D. Rifai,
the President of the Federal Association of
Germany's Tourism Sector Michael Frenzel, the
President of the Turkish Hoteliers Federation
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(TÜROFED) Osman Ayık, the President of the Turkish
Tourism Investors Association (TTYD) Oya Narin, ITE
Group's Regional Director Vincent Brain, and ITE
Turkey's Tourism & Travel & Fashion Group Director
Hacer Aydın.
ITE Turkey's Tourism & Travel & Fashion Group
Director Hacer Aydın made the following remarks
regarding the 22nd EMITT that the tourism sector in
Turkey has grown in parallel with EMITT ever since
the first day it was held. The increased activity in the
tourism sector in 2017 also took place at EMITT as
well, and recorded an increase of 55% in the number
of participants. This growth can be considered to be
a sign that indicating that there will be rapid growth
in the tourism sector in 2018. They also broke a
world record with over 7,000 approved
appointments and believes that these appointments
will pave the way for new investments and
collaborations.
The countries who participated in EMITT included
the U.S., Germany, Albania, Azerbaijan, Bahrain,
Bangladesh, Belarus, the United Arab Emirates,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, Morocco, the
Philippines, Palestine, France, Guinea, South Africa,
South Korea, Georgia, India, Iran, Spain, Italy, Japan,
TRNC, Cyprus, Kyrgyzstan, Kosovo, Cuba, Latvia,
Lebanon, Macedonia, the Maldives, Mongolia,

Nepal, Russia, the Seychelles, Serbia, Taiwan,
Tunisia, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, Jordan, Vietnam,
Greece, and Zanzibar.
The exhibition, which offered participants the
opportunity to increase their business volume, was
held on an area of 60,000 square meters consisting
of 10 halls and featured national pavilions, holiday
destinations, winter tourism and special outdoor
areas, hotels, hotel complimentary products, tour
operators, and agencies. A sort of sectorial school
for both participants and consumers, EMITT offered
guidance for the sector this year, as well, with its
rich content. The participants greatly enjoyed the
panels on “The Future of Travel Agencies in Turkey,”
“The New Trend in the World, Gastronomical
Tourism”, “Creating Gastronomic Trademark Cities
in City Marketing”, “Local Development and
Tourism,” “Online Sales in Emerging Markets,” and
“Awareness about Gastronomy.” Alongside the
panels, visitors showed great interest in the exciting
activities organized by participating countries and
cities.
On the first day of the exhibition, the panel titled
“The Future of Travel Agencies in Turkey” was held
and was moderated by Bahattin Yücel, the
participants included SITE Turkey President Kerim
Sipahiler, Ekar Tur CEO Zehra Sönmez, and Posta
Newspaper Columnist Yazgülü Aldoğan. In his
speech, the Candidate for Presidency of the
Association of Turkish Travel Agencies (TÜRSAB)
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Firuz Bağlıkaya touched upon the importance of
adjusting to technological advances in order not to
fall behind in the sector and expressed that they
would do everything in their power to achieve
improvement in this regard and protect their
profession. Emphasizing the importance of
eliminating unfair competition in the sector, Firuz
Bağlıkaya stated that they would take legal steps
to prevent airlines from selling cheaper tickets
than travel agencies on their websites.
The panel titled “Local Development and Tourism”
was held on the second day, and the opening
speech was deliverd by the Co-Founder of Urban
Strategy Partners Dr. İrem Ayrancı Onay where she
stated that based on figures reported by the
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), tourism
accounted for 10% of the world GDP, 7% of global
trade, and 1 out of every 10 businesses. The
European Union Project Implementation Director
Bülent Özcan gave a speech titled “European
Union's Approach to and Support for Sustainable
Tourism and Local Development” in which he
discussed the financial aid the EU has provided to
Turkey in terms of Tourism and Local
Development, and project opportunities for local
administrations and NGOs.
The Hosted Buyers Program, in which 600 tour
operators from 106 countries took part, drew
great interest with more than 7,000
appointments.

Like in previous year, the EMITT Tourism Exhibition
organized the Hosted Buyers Program this year, as
well. Within the scope of the program, which took
place with the partnership of TravelShop Turkey,
600 tour operators from 106 countries were
hosted. The countries the tour operators came
from included: the U.S., Albania, Australia, Austria,
Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Belarus, United Arab
Emirates, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Algeria, the Czech Republic, Indonesia, Morocco,
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the Philippines, Palestine, France, Ghana, Guinea,
South Africa, Georgia, India, the Netherlands,
England, Ireland, Spain, Switzerland, Italy,
Cambodia, Canada, Kazakhstan, Kenya,Cyprus,
Kosovo, Kuwait, Lebanon, Hungary, Macedonia,
Malaysia, Mexico, Egypt, Nepal, Uzbekistan,
Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Russia,
Singapore, Slovenia, Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia,
Serbia, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Uganda,
Ukraine, Oman, Jordan, and Vietnam.

UBM India's leading B2B travel trade engagement
show SATTE, held at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi,
drew to an eminently successful close with a
remarkable increase of 37 % in the unique visitor
footfall in its Silver Jubilee edition. A three day
business networking trade show, SATTE 2018 got
bigger this year with participation from more than
1000 exhibitors, over 50 countries and 28 Indian
states.
The glittering inauguration of the event was
graced by Chief Guest Mr. KJ Alphons, Minister for
Tourism (I/C), Govt. of India, along with Mr. T.S.
Rawat, Chief Minister, Uttarakhand, Mr. Amitabh
Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog, Mr. Faiyaz Koya, Minister
for Industry, Trade and Tourism Fiji, Mr. I Gde
Pitana Dy, Tourism Minister, Indonesia, Mr. Bo
Keun Choi, Senior Officer, Regional Programme for
Asia and the Pacific, UNWTO, Mr. Subhash Goyal,
Member, National Tourism Advisory Committee,
Mr. Navin Berry, Founder, SATTE, Mr. Michael
Duck, Executive Vice President, UBM Asia and Mr.
Yogesh Mudras, Managing Director, UBM India.
Over a span of three days, SATTE 2018 witnessed
several exciting partnerships and announcements
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that augured in new trends in the industry. Visitors
at the signature expo witnessed a number of
features including a special pavilion of 10 start-ups,
as well as a live show at 'Colors of SATTE' apart from
other captivating engagements. This year, SATTE
was also happy to engage its exhibitors and visitors
to pledge for sustainable tourism under the unique
I-Pledge initiative where they pledged to conserve
natural reserve, respect and save wildlife, say no to
plastic, dispose waste smartly and travel
responsibly. Over 32,000 pledges were registered.
Adding to its celebration, this year, the show hosted
two networking evenings in association with feature
destination -- Mauritius and feature attraction -Madame Tussauds for the travel and tourism
industry.
Acknowledging SATTE's growing stature on the
global tourism arena, KJ Alphons, Minister for
Tourism (I/C), Govt. of India said that it was a
pleasure to attend a platform such as SATTE

that brings the entire industry together. 2017 has
been amazing for India from the tourism perspective,
with a growth of 15.2% in terms of foreign tourist
arrivals. When it comes to domestic tourism, they
had 1.8 billion travels (not travelers) in the country.
In three years from now, they aim to double the
amount of international tourists arrival in India,
increase the contribution of the tourism industry to a
GDP of 10% from the current 6.8% and double the
employment contribution. Honestly, tourism is the
best weapon against terrorism anywhere in the
world, apart from its other obvious advantages.
Speaking on the industry at the inauguration of
SATTE, Bo Keun Choi, Senior Officer, Regional
Programme for Asia and the Pacific, World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO) also said that globally, they
crossed the mark of 1.3 billion travellers this year.
The growth rate to be expected in the upcoming
years for the travel and tourism industry is around
7%. India is one of the leading countries with almost
16% contribution to the industry and he appreciates
SATTE's contribution over the years in getting the
industry together, and also its campaign I-Pledge,
that promotes the cause of sustainable tourism,
thereby giving them the opportunity to pledge for
and promote sustainable tourism and create a better
world to live in.
Speaking on the success of SATTE, Mr. Amitabh Kant,
CEO, NITI Aayog expressed that statistics show that
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more tourists visit Singapore & Malaysia but the
truth is that India is a long haul destination. 97.2%
people come to India by air and the average stay is
14-20 days -- one of the highest duration for
travelers around the world. Therefore, India's
earnings from tourists are much greater than many
of the other countries. Of course, it is up to them
to make this duration extremely attractive and rich
in experiences. And that's where an exhibition like
SATTE comes to the fore with its reserves of ideas
and thought leadership.
Speaking at the successful conclusion of SATTE
2018, Mr. Yogesh Mudras, Managing Director, UBM
India said that SATTE 2018 was one of the most
successful trade engagements for them. It has
carved a unique place as the most comprehensive
industry platform in the country and has emerged
as the subcontinent's largest, foremost and the
only international travel show wherein both the
exhibitors and buyers from across the world
participate to showcase as well as shop for diverse
global travel & tourism products and services. They
have witnessed a historic growth of 37 % in their
unique visitor footfall by putting in their best
efforts, making the already favoured show even
more promising than the last one. He also added,
recently announcedUnion Budget 2018 also holds
out quite a lot for the proliferating T&T industry
and is expected to, on the whole,

boost the sector. The Budget seeks to improve what
India is already gifted with. Measures such as
raising the airport capacity by 5 times under the
UDAN scheme, improving rail networks in Mumbai
and Bengaluru, addressing the critical air pollution
situation in Delhi/NCR, developing and marketing
untapped tourist spots will increase India's
attractiveness to tourists within India & abroad.
Along with the participation of over 50 countries
and 28 Indian States, in its 25th edition, the expo
also witnessed an increase in participation from an
array of hospitality players and products such as
Movenpick, Neemrana, Treebo, Sterling Resorts,
Minor Hotels, Dusit, Melia Hotels International,
Shangri -La Hotels and
Resorts, DS Group, Choice
Hotels, Abad Hotels, Lords
Hotels, Alcon Victor Goa, Zen
and Singge Palace from
Ladakh, Grand Imperial Agra,
Somatheeram, Ramada
Kerala, Ananta Resorts,
Venetian Cotai, Ayana
Resorts Bali, Marasa Africa,
Banyan Tree, Disneyworld
Paris, EuropeCar, The
Ultimate Travelling Camp and
many more.
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One of the key features of SATTE 2018 was the
conference programme on all three days of the
expo that held industry discussions and shared
new insights pertaining to the sector and industry
best practices. SATTE hosted six panel discussions
that brought together stakeholders of the industry
on a single platform, allowing exchange of ideas
that will add value to Indian tourism at large. The
three day conference also saw destination
presentations by tourism boards such as -- Czech
Tourism, Egypt, Dubai, Ho Chi Minh City, West
Bengal, a product presentation by Tragly and a
Workshop and a panel discussion on Skill
Development in the Hospitality Sector.

16th – 17th March
Moscow International MICE Forum
Moscow, Russia
www.miceforum.ru

15th – 18th March
12th – 14th March

Connections Meetings
Algarve, Portugal
weareconnections.com

Global Restaurant Investment Forum
Palazzo Versace, Dubai
www.restaurant-invest.com

13 – 15 March
th

th

25th Moscow International Travel & Tourism Exhibition
Expocentre, Moscow
www.mitt.ru/en-GB
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18th – 20th March
Routes Asia
Brisbane, Australia
www.routesonline.com
/events/191/routes-asia-2018

21st – 22nd March
The British Travel And Tourism Show 2018
NEC, Birmingham
www.tourismshow.co.uk

26th – 29th March
22nd – 24th March
Hotel Fair
Seoul, Korea
hotelfair.co.kr/eng/

Hotelex Shanghai
Shanghai, China
en.hotelex.cn

BMT - Mediterranean Tourism Exchange - BMT Napoli
Naples, Italy
www.bmtnapoli.com

23rd – 25th March
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